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Frontis = Frontispiece, i.e., a full page illustration facing the title page. ND = no 

date listed. Rubricated = printed in red and black. TP = title page. 12mo = small 

book usually 8.5” x 5”, Octavo = average book size (less then 10” tall). Quarto = 

art book size, over 10” tall. Wraps = plain paper covers. If you have questions 

please ask.  

 

All prices have been checked against Vialibri.net and pegged at the lowest possible 

price for a comparable copy.  

 

On the net there is a plethora of information on Hall, first stop would be the sweet 

five minute video on the PRS home page. Diligent searching on youtube will find 

clips of Hall on some TV programs, then there are the many amateur videos trying 

to grasp Hall’s work, also look for the clips of Hall’s library, but one site to 

examine closely is the Getty PRS alchemy site: 

https://www.getty.edu/research/special_collections/highlights/alchemy/index.html 

 

+++MPH+++ 

One of the first esoteric books I ever read was Hall’s Healing the Divine Art. I 

was 17 and obsessed with Atlantis, the I Ching, Lobsang Rampa, Carlos 

Castenada, Jane Roberts and Charles Fort. By some miracle I got a job as a 

dishwasher on the US Geological Survey vessel the SAMUEL P. LEE and just 

before shipping out I happened on the venerable Kepler’s Bookshop in Menlo 

Park CA, there I bought a duffle bag of carefully chosen occult books including 

Hall’s Healing and read them while sailing the “Seven Seas” (actually we only 

sailed four). How could I have known a few years later, in 1981 I would open 

my first bookshop specializing in art and esoterica? I think Hall and his library 

had something to do with it. Later I visited the PRS a few times and saw him 

lecture twice. Then I was most interested in Thomas Taylor ‘The Platonist’ and 

to my surprise his rare early editions were freely available to consult. Most 

people don’t understand that Hall established the first and only full service, open 

to the public, free rare book esoteric library in America. It was, and still is open 

to the public without charge or hassle, with a marvelous bookshop and art 

gallery. Today his Mayan inspired building on Los Feliz Boulevard, in the heart 

https://www.getty.edu/research/special_collections/highlights/alchemy/index.html


of one of LA’s oldest neighborhoods and designed by the Atlantist Robert 

Stacy-Judd is an Historic Cultural Monument in LA, where people still labor on 

to fulfill Hall’s idealistic vision. 

+++++++ 

 

ADEPTS IN THE EASTERN ESOTERIC TRADITION (series title). The first 

three volumes (lacking the Islamic volume). Part 1 THE LIGHT OF THE VEDAS 

1952 1st ed, 111pp; Part 2 THE ARHATS OF BUDDHISM 1953 1st ed, 112pp; 

Part 3 THE SAGES OF CHINA 1957 1st ed, 113pp; octavo, all in publ’s paper 

wraps, sewn signatures. $125.00 

 

ADVENTURES IN 

UNDERSTANDING. 

Los Angeles: 

Philosophical Research 

Society 1969, 1st ed, blue 

boards in dust jacket, 

218pp. Hall wrote 

deceptively simple 

looking books with 

deceptively simple 

sounding titles, some 

looking as if they were 

“self-help” books which 

they are not. He was 

brilliant at making the 

complex not simple but 

understandable. He 

inhabits a gray area, he 

didn’t write for 

academics, yet he 

resisted easy books. This 

title here is actually one 

of his few--or maybe his 

only--‘self-help’ book, 

full of practical wisdom, 

his fatherly guidance but 

in the sweetest way. 

Eight selected lectures, 

‘Is Futility a Feeling or a 

Fact?’, ‘Mental & 



Emotional Blocks’, ‘Creating a Dynamic Purpose’, ‘Misfortunes of the Kindly 

Soul’… $100.00 

  

 

 
ALL SEEING EYE. A Monthly Magazine. Volume Five. LA: Hall Publ Co 1931, 

green ribbed cloth with flaming heart gilt on front cover, spine lettering faded, 

spine ends a bit worn. 12 monthly issues printed from the 1930 text, each with the 

title page, illustrated by Knapp. Begun as a weekly paper, all issues are rare now. 

$400.00 

 

AMERICA’S ASSIGNMENT WITH DESTINY. LA: PRS 1951, 2nd printing, 

cloth & dj, 119pp, text illustrations. Entirely different from the 1944 The Secret 

Destiny of America. $75.00 

 

 

 



 
 

AN ENCYCLOPEDIC OUTLINE OF MASONIC, HERMETIC, QABBALISTIC 

AND ROSICRUCIAN SYMBOLICAL PHILOSOPHY. [‘Secret Teachings of All 

Ages’]. Being an Interpretation of the Secret Teachings Concealed Within the 

Rituals, Allegories, and Mysteries of All Ages. LA: Philosophical Research 

Society 1975 (1928), autographed by the author, large heavy folio bound in paper-

covered thick boards in imitation of the original 1928 edition of which this is a 

faithful reproduction, well printed and strongly bound with sewn signatures, 245pp 

plus 48 full color plates (some folding, one with opaque overlay as illustrated 

above) and 203 b&w text illustrations; bibliography and index, autographed by 

Manly Hall, a very fine copy. This is the original ‘Golden Anniversary’ edition, 

not to be confused with later reprints so-called (1977 & 1979). A faithful facsimile 

reproduction of the famous 1928 original. The original plates were sacrificed to 

WWII metal drives and hence all later editions are photo-offset. There have been a 

number of reprints but most in b&w and reduced in size, only two full size color 

editions exist besides this; the Diamond Anniversary Edition (1983), and the PRS 

1998 reprint of this very edition which was in print for $280.00, neither were 

signed but both are the same size and in color but the latter is printed and bound in 

China and after selling many new copies back in the day some customers returned 

them as the binding came loose and so we discontinued it. And do not get fooled 

by the abomination published by Penguin Tarcher. Recently I was shocked to learn 

the PRS let this eternal title go public and now all kinds of pirateers and imbeciles 

are reprinting it. There was a good sewn paperback edition issued by PRS in the 

late 1990’s, almost as large as this and in color, but now unobtainable it seems. 

$700.00 

 



ASTROLOGICAL 

KEYWORDS. Compiled 

from Leading Authorities. 

Philadelphia: David McKay 

1931 2nd ed, red ribbed cloth, 

229pp, spine lettering faded 

(as usual), “To Paul Grell 

with sincere friendship of 

Manly P. Hall”, unusual for 

Manly to personally inscribe 

a book. After 40 years of 

buying and selling books the 

trend in prices has generally 

gone lower, and occasionally 

books once worth thousands 

can be had for hundreds. The 

internet has been the great 

levelling force in the book 

business, and the plethora of 

digital reprints has basically 

killed the market for good 

old editions of classics, but 

Manly Hall’ books are a 

dramatic exception, in fact 

I’m shocked. Books easily 

found in used bookshops for 

$10-$20 go for $500-$1000 

now, and Astrological 

Keywords, one of those 

common titles is now unobtainable, what does this say? $300.00 

 

ASTROLOGICAL KEYWORDS. Another copy as the above but no inscription 

and in a worn dj. $125.00 

  

ASTROLOGICAL KEYWORDS. Another copy no jacket, hinges cracked, some 

old marginalia in light blue pencil. $60.00 

  

ASTROLOGICAL KEYWORDS. Another copy, paperback. $20.00 

 

 



Esquire, R. H. [pseudonym]. NEW 

ATLANTIS, BEGUN BY THE 

LORD VERULAM... 

CONTINUED BY R. H. 

ESQUIRE. Foreword by Manly P. 

Hall. LA: Philosophical Research 

Society 1985 first & only edition, 

glossy turquoise boards & dj, 

XV+129pp, three plates, fine. 1000 

copies printed, not typeset and 

rather primitive in design and 

execution. One of Manly Hall’s 

more eccentric publications--unless 

like me you are fascinated by the 

strange mysteries of Francis 

Bacon’s life and writings! 

Esquire’s edition was first 

published in 1660 and a very rare 

book today, this “continuation” of 

Bacon’s New Atlantis is crammed 

with occult symbolism (as outlined 

in Hall’s foreword), especially that 

which is hidden in the heraldic and 

emblem books that Esquire 

discusses, other material on cryptography. The identity of R. H. Esquire has never 

been ascertained, an unusual fact in itself considering how well Elizabethans 

documented their lives. Many more books on Bacon in stock right now, ask for list. 

$250.00 

 

COLLECTED WRITINGS OF MANLY P. HALL. Volume I. Early Works. Los 

Angeles: The Philosophical Research Society, 1958, glit cloth, 332pp, with a few 

b&w photographs. ‘Thirty-Eight Thousand Miles of Impressions’, ‘The Mysteries 

of Asia’, ‘The Mystery of Fire’, ‘The Hermetic Marriage’, and ‘The Initiates of the 

Flame’. $150.00 

 

COLLECTED WRITINGS OF MANLY P. HALL. Volume 3. Essays and Poems. 

LA: PRS 1962, green boards in dj, 303pp, illustrated, small tear in dj else fine. 

$100.00 

 



FACING THE 

FUTURE. A New 

Theory of Political 

Representation. LA: 

Phoenix Press 1935 2nd 

ed* (reprint of the 1934 

1st ed), small 8vo, green 

cloth printed in black, 

153pp, very fine copy. 

(*Typical example of 

Hall’s innocent but 

misguided use of the 

term ‘edition’ when he 

means ‘printing’). This 

is occult politics and 

economics, coming fast 

on the heels of FDR’s 

New Deal. An 

unaccountably scarce 

book. $350.00 

 

 

  

 



FIRST PRINCIPLES OF PHILOSOPHY. 

Direction of Mental Activity in the 

Science of Perfection. LA: PRS 1949 2nd 

ed, nice blue cloth which is a bit dulled, 

199pp, ten plates at back, autographed by 

Mr. Hall on the fly. $75.00 

  

FREEMASONRY OF THE ANCIENT 

EGYPTIANS. To Which is Added an 

Interpretation of the Crata Repoa 

Initiation Rite. LA: PRS 1965 (essentially 

a reprint of the 1937 edition and not the 

“fourth edition revised” as stated on the 

colophon), brown cloth, 162pp, six plates, 

one sentence underlined in red ink else 

fine. $75.00 

 

GREAT BOOKS ON RELIGION AND 

ESOTERIC PHILOSOPHY. With a 

Bibliography of Related Material Selected 

from the Writings of Manly P. Hall. LA: 

The Philosophical Research Society 1985 

2nd ed revised and expanded, glued 

booklet, 110pp, several illustrations, 

index, one corner of text block a bit bent else a mint copy. Hall had an 

encyclopedic knowledge of esoteric books and his library catalog--with the entries 

written by him--is testament. Here he divides this huge subject into three areas and 

gives lucid, always interesting assessments of their history, bibliography and 

relative importance but with a focus on his own publications. Includes a separate 

bibliography of the great books and complete index of all of Hall’s titles. Still in 

print. There is a bit of uncharacteristic puffery by Hall here but for me it's hard to 

find any fault since Hall was the only person in the history of United States to 

found and operate a large, professionally run library of rare and important books 

on esoteric philosophy, open to the public and free of charge. There has been 

nothing like it before or since. He was one of the most influential figures for 

decades and an indefectible book collector and superbly informed bibliophile. The 

16 page introduction concerns Hall’s rare book adventures, including the famed 

Hauser sale. $15.00 

  

THE GURU BY HIS DISCIPLE. The Way of the East as Told to Manly Palmer 

Hall. LA: PRS 1972, hardcover & dj, 142pp, frontis and two plates, mint copy. The 



publisher has covered the colophon with a sticker correcting the date. What is the 

story behind this book, must be interesting, I’ve never seen it discussed. $20.00 

  

 
HEALING THE DIVINE ART. Part One: The Historical Road to the Metaphysics 

of Medicine. Part Two: The Philosophy of Healing. LA: PRS 1950 3rd ed, brown 

cloth, 341pp, frontis and a number of plates and diagrams, front hinge cracked and 

quite strained otherwise vg. One of the few 20th century works on occult and 

esoteric medicine, grounded on history and science and free of new age 

assumptions. As a psychedelicized 18 year old I signed on to the USGS scientific 

research vessel the S. P. Lee, as head (and only) dishwasher. Somehow I had made 

it from my tent on the north slope of Mt. Shasta to Menlo Park to the USGS 

headquarters to get my merchant seaman’s “Z-Card”. Just before they flew me to 

Anchorage to board the ship I spent a day in Kepler’s, one of the great (and still 

going strong) bookshops on the west coast and there I carefully chose a duffle bag 

worth of occult books, one of the most memorable was this. $75.00 

 

 



 
HOW TO UNDERSTAND YOUR BIBLE. A Philosopher's Interpretation of 

Obscure and Puzzling Passages. A Study of the Bibles of the World Revealing One 

Spiritual Tradition. LA: PRS 1943 2nd printing, ‘autograph edition’, black cloth 

with extra gilt spine, 239pp, a few plates, covers with some trivial spots and the 

occasional passage underlined in neat pencil. ‘Autograph edition’ here simply 

denotes this particular edition, i.e., it was never issued as autographed. $75.00 

  

INITIATES OF THE FLAME. LA: Phoenix Press 1934 “third edition”, thin 8vo, 

polished black gilt-decorated cloth & red faux-batik patterned boards, color frontis, 

72pp, pages with rubricated margin chains, six b&w plates on glossy stock and a 

few diagrams in the text, fine condition, name stamp on front fly of Paul R. Grell. 

Hall’s treatise on fire, the third edition of what is--according to the preface--his 

first ‘literary effort’, remarkably rare now, only copy online is $1200. $800.00 

 



 
 

 
JOURNAL OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL RESEARCH SOCIETY. Complete run of 

190 issues, from inception in 1943 to the last issue in 1990. Comprising: 

HORIZON. The Magazine of Useful and Intelligent Living (subtitle changed later 



to Journal of the Philosophical Research Society). Consecutive run of Horizon 

from 1943-1958, 70 issues, 8vo stapled wraps, usually 80pp each, wonderfully 

illustrated throughout, hundreds of full page plates (some double-page) printed on 

glossy photographic paper, with reproductions of old woodcuts and many occult 

diagrams, title pages, portraits, paintings, etc & etc. The format and quality was 

wonderfully maintained through these 32 years of publication, always printed on 

good paper. Beginning with the Winter 1958 issue they dropped “Horizon” from 

the title and used the old subtitle as the title, i.e., Journal of the Philosophical 

Research Society, from 1958-1990, and we have the 128 issues with this title and 

in the same format as Horizon, including the crucial four 1959 issues which 

marked the 25th anniversary of the society and contain histories of the society and 

Hall’s memoir, and importantly the last issue, Winter 1990, where Hall gives a 

retrospective of the past and his hopes for the future of the PRS. Though this last 

issue is written and edited by Hall he died in August of that year and the front 

cover is just a simple photo of an empty chair, a stunning photo! Advertised on the 

last page is a ‘memorial videotape’. Of the many aspects to point out I must call 

attention to the unique material on California, and especially southern California as 

the PRS, besides being a global institution, paid careful attention to their local 

community. No complete printed sets found in OCLC, Stanford has a long broken 

run, that’s about it, the Getty (which bought most Hall’s rare books after he died) 

doesn’t even have a small run! 15,200 pages, wonderfully laid out and illustrated 

with thousands of images taken directly from books in the PRS library, and articles 

by a ‘who’s who’ of esoteric luminaries. You can find a complete listing of all 

these issues here: http://manlyhall.org/prsjournals/. $6000.00  

 

JOURNEY IN TRUTH. LA: PRS 1945 2nd ed, brown cloth with gilt pseudo-

banded spine, 279pp, a few plates, notes in pen on first few pages and the 

occasional passage so marked. $50.00 

 

http://manlyhall.org/prsjournals/


 
LECTURES ON ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY. An Introduction to the Study and 

Application of Rational Procedure. LA: Hall Publ Co., 1929 1st ed, quarto, red 

cloth & dj, an uncommonly fine copy. In an attempt to make this serious work 

appeal to ‘self-help’ readers Hall chose to have the jacket emblazoned with 

“Purposeful Living, an Introduction to Practical Ideals”, but don’t think it’s 

anything but a wide-ranging survey of ancient philosophy seen through the lens of 

esotericism and occultism. One of Hall’s largest books, and amazingly published 

just one year after his gargantuan Secret Teachings. $500.00 

 



 
LOST KEYS OF MASONRY. The Secret of Hiram. LA: Hall Publ Co 1924 2nd 

ed, small 8vo, publ’s polished imitation leather, gilt lettered cover (gilt faded as 

usual), blue mottled ep’s, all edges gilt, 125pp, sepia frontis plus six plates all with 

moiré’ glassine guards, vf copy, laid in is an undated but contemporary ticket to a 

lecture by Hall on “The 34th Degree of Freemasonry” which advertises on the back 

a musical program proceeding the lecture “with pianist, tenor and 

violinist…Chickering Piano used”. The first edition was published only a year 

before and is one of Hall’s earliest titles, a few years later the title was altered to 

Lost Keys of Freemasonry with the text later greatly revised. As a testament to its 

lasting importance the book remains in print and even carried in chain bookshops. 

$600.00 

  

MASONIC ORDERS OF FRATERNITY. LA: PRS 1976 reprint of the 1950 

edition, cloth & dj, 112pp, text illustrations, vg-f condition. Part of his The Adepts 

in the Western Esoteric Tradition series. On the back of the jacket is printed an 

extensive list of Hall’s books. $75.00 

  

MOST HOLY TRINOSOPHIA OF THE COMTE DE ST. GERMAIN. With 

Introductory Material and Commentary by Manly P. Hall. LA: Phoenix 1962 5th 

ed, cloth & dj, 149pp, jacket a little faded. A facsimile reproduction of the original 

French edition with translation and commentary by Hall. First edition was larger in 

size with mounted plates, this text is revised. $60.00 

  

MUSIC OF COMTE DE ST. GERMAIN, L’INCONSTANZE DELUSA SUITE. 

Transcribed and Arranged for Piano by Rudolph Gruen. 33 1/2 RPM vinyl record 



in cardboard sleave which is split about 3’ and repaired with clear tape, disc looks 

perfect. No copies on the net. $300.00 

 

 

 
THE MYSTICAL CHRIST. Religion as a Personal Spiritual Experience. LA: PRS 

1951 1st ed, gray cloth printed in red, 248pp, frontis. $75.00 

 

 



 OLD TESTAMENT 

WISDOM. Keys to Bible 

Interpretation. LA: PRS 1957 

2nd ed, gray glossy boards in 

unevenly dust-darkened dj, 

312pp. frontis and a few text 

ornaments. $150.00 

  

PATHWAYS OF 

PHILOSOPHY. LA: PRS 

1947, “subscriber’s edition” 

green gilt cloth 253pp, six 

sepia plates. Hall had a bad 

habit of titling different 

books with a very similar 

title, so this would seem like 

another edition of First 

Principles of Philosophy but 

it’s not even close. Here he 

begins with an introduction 

to Neoplatonic ideas then 

their decline through 

scholasticism, Kant, etc, how 

they were then preserved in 

the mystical traditions and 

finally the “restoration” of 

Neoplatonism. $75.00 

 

 

 



 
THE PHOENIX. An Illustrated Review of Occultism and Philosophy. LA: PRS 

1956 3rd ed, folio, thick green cloth with gilt pentagram on front cover (gilt faded), 

175pp, illustrated, autographed on the portrait frontispiece, vg-f copy, reprinted 

many times since in increasingly inferior formats, there have been at least six 

“editions”, the first was in 1931. Another fine production by Hall. When Manly 

Palmer Hall hired John Henry Nash to design and print his magnum opus in 1928 

Hall must have picked up Nash’s genius, as ever since Hall has shown a superior 

and almost unique in the occult world a sense of text design and The Phoenix is a 

perfect example with many hundreds of reproductions of engravings, photographic 

plates, old woodcuts and diagrams in the text. $400.00 

 

 



 QUESTIONS AND 

ANSWERS. Fundamentals of 

the Occult Sciences. LA: PRS 

1946, green cloth with gilt 

lamp on spine, 269pp, jacket 

flaps have been taped to the 

fixed end papers with ‘scotch’ 

tape. Later the subtitle was 

changed to ‘Esoteric’ 

Sciences. $100.00 

   

REINCARNATION. The 

Cycle of Necessity. LA: PRS 

1967 5th ed, cloth & dj, 

224pp, one folding plate on 

glossy paper, the first 45 

pages have some sloppy 

pencil underlining’s, jacket is 

edge-worn and a bit damaged 

from moisture. The text is 

202pp, at back is a further 

index, bibliography and an 

interesting postscript to the 5th 

ed. $70.00 

 

REINCARNATION. The 

Cycle of Necessity. LA: PRS 

1956 4th ed, cloth, 217pp, one 

folding plate on glossy paper, gilt lettering on spine is dull else vg-f. $60.00 

 

 



 
ROSICRUCIANS AND MAGISTER CHRISTOPH SCHLEGEL: Hermetic Roots 

of America. With Supplements by A. Russell Slagle and Donald C. Kerr. LA: 

Philosophical Research Society 1986, hardback in dj, 250pp, 27 b&w illustrations 

of portraits, engravings, woodcuts, and title pages, mint copy. The life of this 

utopian-Rosicrucian forms a little known chapter in American occult history. 

$125.00 

  

SECRET DESTINY OF AMERICA. LA: PRS 1944 1st ed, blue gilt cloth, 200pp, 

text illustrations. Columbus, prophecies of Nostradamus, Bacon’s secret society, 

Washington’s astrology, symbolism of the Great Seal…$100.00 

  

SELF-UNFOLDMENT BY DISCIPLINES OF REALIZATION. LA: PRS 1961 

4th ed, cloth in tattered dj, 221pp, frontis and a few other plates, small neat pencil 

notes on fly, jacket is chipped around all edges but the jacket did its first job and 

protected the binding perfectly; with a PRS brochure laid-in advertising this book. 

A remarkable book, Hall’s mental abilities are well known and his memory was 

simply astounding. I’ve seen him lecture for three straight hours without a scrap of 

notes and at the end you could tell he still wanted to keep going. His grasp of this 

material is not just historical, it also demonstrates his great facility with the 

practical methods described here. $50.00 



 

 
  

SHADOW FORMS. A Collection of Occult Stories. LA: Hall Publ Co 1925, 1st ed, 

small 8vo polished cloth with gilt dragon on cover, 168pp, color frontis with 

moiré’ glassine, one page list of publications at back. First chapter is titled “Black 

Hat Sorcery”. An early work coming three years before The Secret Teachings. This 

copy is in remarkably fine condition, $800.00 

  

SPACE-BORN. LA: Skelton Publ’s Co 1930, 1st ed, thin 8vo, polished black cloth, 

spine gilt-decorated backing red faux-Chinese patterned boards, 59pp, portrait 

frontis, tiny bit of corner wear but a lovely copy, Hall’s poetry done inspired by 

ancient Chinese esthetics, one copy online for $1200. $600.00 

  

STORY OF ASTROLOGY. NY: Philosophical Library 1959, green boards, 128pp, 

illustrated. I believe the first edition was 1933. Here Hall organizes the subject in a 

way few do, strictly by civilization, Chinese, Hindu, Greek, Roman, Aztec, and 

Arabian, wonderfully wide survey and so ecumenical in perspective. $75.00 

  



VERY SINCERELY YOURS, MANLY P. HALL. A Collection of Personal 

Letters to Students. LA: PRS 1948 1st ed, light blue cloth, 139pp, one of the very 

few Hall books unillustrated. $25.00 

 

“VERY UNUSUAL”. The Wonderful World of Mr. K. Nakamura. LA: PRS 1976 

‘limited edition’ (what edition isn’t?), gilt decorated cloth-backed boards, 191pp, 

frontis and many woodcuts in the text, jacket a bit rubbed at the spine. Another 

“very unusual” book by Manly Hall! $50.00 

 

WAY OF HEAVEN. And Other Fantasies Told in the Manner of the Chinese. LA: 

PRS 1946 1st ed, tan boards with Chinese characters printed in black, 184pp, title 

page rubricated, text decorations by K. Alexander, bottom of spine a bit chipped 

else vg. There is another variant binding of this edition in red boards. This was one 

of the last titles the PRS had in print in hardcover, but around 2000 they forgot all 

what Hall knew about making fine attractive books and started to reprint titles in 

the most insultingly ugly, cheap bindings which look almost hilarious when 

enclosing his still fine book designs. $40.00 

  

WAY OF THE LONELY ONES. A Collection of Mystical Allegories. LA: PRS 

1945 5th ed, tan boards, 127pp, six plates by J. Augustus Knapp on glossy paper, 

inscribed “To Paul Grell with sincere regards, Manly P. Hall.” $60.00 

 



 
WORDS TO THE WISE. A Practical Guide to the Occult Sciences. LA: PRS 1936 

1st ed, fine red cloth in chipped dj, 172pp. $200.00 

  

WYNN’S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE, 16 extracted articles 1940-1941 all by 

Hall, about 5-10pp each, in an envelope, good condition only as the articles are 

torn out, (“disbound”) and some edges a bit chipped, an interesting record of 

Manly Hall’s popular outreach during this period. $40.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Hall) FOUNDATIONS 

UNEARTHED, BY MARIA 

BAUER. Glendale: Veritas Press 

1948 printing of the 1940 edition, 

stapled wraps, 64pp, 10 full page 

plates (one double page) with rare 

inserted rice paper overlay. ‘Albert S. 

Otto’ name stamped on title page. A 

scarce volume by Manly Hall’s wife, 

after these three printings it was 

withdrawn from publication and from 

the PRS library in a dispute whose 

origins are mysterious. $100.00 

 



 
Hall) ECCOES FROM MOUNT ECCLESIA. No.1 June 1913 – No.21 Feb 1915, 

complete in 21 numbers of about 10pp each, plus “Vol.2 No.10” March 1915, 

20pp, old binder’s cloth, vg with the bookplate of S[amuel] Richard Parchment, 

portrait of Max Heindel pasted to front fixed ep, note these are consecutive in spite 

of the editor’s error at end.  Mount Ecclesia was founded in 1911 (dedicated on 

October 1911 according to wiki) as The Rosicrucian Fellowship (TRF), by Max 

Heindel, preceding AMORC by four years (Harvey Spencer Lewis founded 

AMORC in 1915). Parchment is obscure, he later took over the Fellowship but 

then broke away to follow Steiner, the trail gets dim after that. Manly Hall’s 

mother was an early member and together they moved to Oceanside to be near 

TRF, see below. $1500.00 

http://www.fraternidaderosacruz.org/messageofmph_trf50thanniversary.pdf 

 

They “pictograph” everything 

And just for fun: earlier this year while researching Hall’s books I found this 

bizarre, AI driven description on Amazon, by a librarian! Note they don’t even 

describe the binding, or how many pages. And Dates? We don’t need no stinking 

dates… 

 “AN ENCYCLOPEDIC OUTLINE OF MASONIC, HERMETIC, 

QABBALISTIC AND ROSICRUCIAN EBB-1. Views of Hall's encyclopedia are 

divided. Its champions call it a monument to the precursors of science, well worth 

studying, and among the elite books ever published. Its scorners call it a fall into 

the shadows, written at the command of Hall's insect overlords. It encompasses 

http://www.fraternidaderosacruz.org/messageofmph_trf50thanniversary.pdf


everything, so is firm on nothing, reminiscent of ants getting stepped on, and not 

knowing what hit them, but explaining it with an enigmatic name like spontaneous 

compression. The symbolism (in its plates) is unmatched in any other book, and 

the text has a veneer of historical data that is mostly factual, despite its focus being 

mostly antiquated, implausible, or magical, and it's the confusing kind of magic 

practiced by those with no flair for concise conversation. Please review all photos. 

This item has been donated. Please note that the listing is for not what you see in 

the listing. We pictograph all of it so you know what you are purchasing. The sale 

of the item(s) benefits Friends of the Pima Library (501c3 non-profit). All proceeds 

benefit the Libraries of Pima County. Bookseller: friendsofpimalibrary [Tucson, 

Arizona, United States]” 

 

What would Manly think of this? 
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